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Abstract— The paper presents the details of the realisation of 

FIR filter using distributed arithmetic technique exploiting 

the look up tables in FPGA. In this project the reconfigurable 

filter is implemented and tested using audio codec FPGA. To 

check the filter operations a noise contained music is played 

through a microphone and ADC will convert this analog 

signal to the digital one to be processed in filter using FPGA. 

After processing in filter signal will be given to DAC will 

convert it into analog signal to be heard from the Line_out 

port. Instead of ROM we have used DRAM here for variable 

coefficients. The filter is tested by the microphone and 

speaker. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays realtime processing of the data is highly 

demanded this paper concludes the digital FIR filter for real 

time application. The PC contains the audio codec named as 

realtek, The audio codec in FPGA works as the base for 

designs like recorder, mp3 player, portable television FPGA 

designs. DRAM SRAM FLASH memory of FIR filters, is of 

no use. On the other hand, a general multiplier-based 

structure consumes more chip area and as a consequence 

there is a limitation on the maximum possible order of the 

filter that can be realized for high-throughput applications. 

The sound is played through line_in port through audio 

codec. The digital audio inputs word lengths are from 16 

bits to 32 bits and the sample rate from 8 kHz to 96 kHz. 

The default values are used for this project, 24 bits for the 

input audio data bit length and 48 kHz for the sample rate. 

There is a stereo line input and a mono microphone input. 

They are provided with volume control and mute function 

from the control interface. The converters ADCs and DACs 

are stereo 24-bit sigma delta and they are used with 

oversampling digital interpolation and decimation filters. 

II. FIR FILTER SPECIFICATIONS 

FIR filter impulse response is for short duration because it 

does not contain feedback. As we are using the real time 

data sound it is nothing but a frequency band so here band 

pass configuration of filter is studied using MATLAB 

III. WORK FLOW 

1) Study of DA  

2) To find the coefficients of FIR filter and obtaining its 

digital form 

3) To design the Pipeline adder tree,shift accumulator 

using VHDL 

4) Study of  the different FIR Designs of filter using FDA 

tool in MATLAB 

5) Using HDL coder the RAM based FIR filter code is 

generated and compared with DA based HDL code. 

6) Simulation using Xilinx ISE 14.7The code is dumped 

to FPGA using Quartos II software 

IV. SOFTWARE USED 

To generate the filter coefficients we used FDA tool of 

MATLAB and Xilinx ISE.14.7 (64-bit) Xilinx Spartan 6 is 

used for implementation. Using FDAtool command in 

MATLAB the Filter designing and analysis tool window 

with different specification and two design methods pops 

up. The filter is designed and analysed with filter order 16 

and band pass filter configuration. We used HDLcoder for 

DA arithmetic analysis and Dual port RAM is built using 

HDLcoder. We generated HDL code for RAM based FIR 

filter working on MAC principle code is synthesized in 

Xilinx ISE 14.7 and compared with the DA based structure. 

It is found that the Da based structure is efficient in terms of 

device utilization. Figure 1 shows the basic DA structure 

where input is taken bit by bit. 

 
Fig. 1: The basic DA structure 

 
Fig. 2: Design summery of DA based FIR filter structure 

 
Fig. 3: Design summery of Simulink generated code for 

MAC based FIR filter 

It is obvious from the two device utilization 

summery table (figure 2 and figure 3) that the code from 

Simulink HDL coder consumes more slices according to the 

synthesis report. The code can be compiled in Modelsim and 

synthesized on Altera FPGA DE2 board. 

The real time data/voice to be processed is given 

through a microphone input port of the FPGA and can be 
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heard through Line_out port of the FPGA. The difference in 

the sinusoids of both input and output can be shown over a 

DSO. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Simulation and Synthesis 

The Xilinx ISE is used for the synthesis and simulation 

selecting the design simulating tool as Modelsim. Taking 

Quartus ii 8.1as the development environment the design 

can be implemented on hardware. The top level entity is as 

shown in figure 4.It shows all the input and output ports. 

Figure shows the simulation results of FIR_DA entity. X_in 

is the input data, rst, synchronous clear, enable E are the 

input ports and Y is the output with v(valid=1). The 

simulation results are shown in figure 5. 

 
Fig. 4: Top level entity 

 
Fig. 5: Simulation results of FIR filter 

When input ‘valid’ v is ‘1’, the output will appear 

after the cycle. The number of cycles after which first output 

appears is called Latency. The latency here measured is 13 

cycles. 

 

B. Power Optimization and Area Reduction 

XPE estimates the power consumption of your design at any 

stage during the design cycle. It accepts design information 

through simple design wizards, analyzes them and provides 

a detailed power and thermal information. Using XPE 14.3 

the excel sheet will import the .mrt file of the project created 

after place and route using the synthesis tool and the power 

and area consumption summery appears in the sheet. To 

achieve the area optimization, the LPM flip-flops adders and 

shifter are initialised These are technology specific. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Xilinx Power estimator (XPE) 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The DA based FIR filter used (synchronous) DRAM based 

LUTs. Which synchronise its input with input clock hence 

the processing will be made faster. The project will be more 

efficient using ASIC as a programmable device. The on chip 

power dessipation is 0.014W and junction temperature is 

26.6 % utilization of slice registers and LUTs is 43 

VII. APPLICATIONS 

Filter coefficients of a reconfigurable finite-impulse 

response (FIR) filter change dynamically during run time. 

This property is exploited by software defined radio 

systems, digital up/down converters and multichannel filter. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Future scope: The project will be more efficient using ASIC 

as a programmable device. Also further modification would 

reduce the size making portable media device. 
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